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Prephy Natural Coffin Fake Nails - 500pcs Ballerina
Acrylic Nails Full Cover Ballet Shape Artificial False Nail
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Brands  Prephy (https://www.aspsat.net/index.php?

route=product/manufacturer/info&manufacturer_id=387)

Product Code:  259890000

Availability:  In Stock

     0 reviews  |  Write a review
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Tags: Prephy Fake Nails (https://www.aspsat.net/index.php?route=product/search&tag=Prephy Fake Nails)

$18.00 

Ex Tax: $18.00
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★Unique Design★It sounds strange there is a more advanced than the average square finger nail but make

finger slender and longer type,which is popular began in LA to the whole world and known as "Ballerina Nails"

.Nice holding the color without separating or streaking.It is a must have for the fashion icon.

★High Quality Material &1-3 Weeks Long Lasting★Prephy coffin fake nails with case are made with high quality

ABS material that will last at least 1-3 weeks.ABS is kind of green enviromental material and makes the nails

durable,breathable,light even no pressure on your own nails.Non toxic,No smell,No harm to your health.Fit well

to your natural nails.

★Various Sizes & Perfect Length★Prephy 500pcs coffin acrylic nails with case offer 10 different sizes with 50

nails,which is pre-numbered 0-9.So,you can easy to mark it and keep track of, meet more finger nails.

★Practical Application★Prephy coffin false nails with case are great for nails salon,DIY home nails art.Perfect to

be used on wedding ,prom ,dating, suitable for Halloween, Christmas ,Valentine's Day and other

festival.Wonderful gift for girlfriend,family and friends.

★Easy to Operate★ Prephy nail tips are easy to trim, paint and apply and nice holding the color without

separating or streaking. Pairing up paint and colorful decoration,your nails could be more natural.
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 Or send e-mail
support@aspsat.net
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